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Abstract

In the History of mathematics of mankind, some strange symbols appeared when dealing with some mathematical problems, which were defi ned as imaginary 
numbers by mankind. The imaginary number has been idle for a long time since it was discovered. Later, mathematicians such as Gauss moved the imaginary number to 
the mathematical plane (Complex plane).

Humans have also learned the difference between imaginary and real numbers, and have obtained the difference between the two types of numbers on the square 
root.

My contribution is to discover the inconsistency between real and imaginary numbers.

I have discovered a new method of calculating imaginary number logic that is deeply hidden.
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Introduction

Human beings have natural numbers [1] and then extend 
the theory of real numbers [2].

Human beings are dealing with an A event,

Event A1: The sum of the ages of the father and son is 10, 
and the product is 30.

Is this A1 event logical?

Solving the A1 incident resulted in:

 x y 10,x y 30 {x 5 5 ( 1)}     

   5 (x 5 / 1)   

The mathematical signifi cance of A1 event:

Obtaining ( 1)   explains how ( 1)   came about.

If ( 1)   conforms to mathematical logic, then x conforms 
to mathematical logic, resulting in an A1 event that conforms to 
mathematical logic.

If the A1 event does not follow mathematical logic, ( 1)   
does not follow mathematical logic.

If ( 1)   does not conform to mathematical logic, the A1 
event does not conform to mathematical logic.

Only then did humans abbreviate ( 1)   as 1:i i ( )    

Event A2: Divide a 30° plane angle into three equal parts [3].

In order to solve the event A2, the Cardin formula [4] was 

developed, and: ( 1) 
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The mathematical signifi cance of A2 event:

Obtaining ( 1)   explains how ( 1)   came about.

If ( 1)   conforms to mathematical logic, then x conforms 
to mathematical logic, resulting in an A2 event that conforms to 
mathematical logic.

If the A2 event does not follow mathematical logic, ( 1)   
does not follow mathematical logic.

If ( 1)   does not conform to mathematical logic, the A2 
event does not conform to mathematical logic.

Can humans divide arbitrary plane angles into three equal 
parts?

Some people will refute me: you can divide any angle into 
three equal parts without using Euclidean geometry.

Excuse me: can we guarantee 100% accurate angular 
trisection without using the Euclidean geometry geometric 
drawing method [5]?

Processing an A event will result in ( 1)  .

Humans record multiple values using the symbol

 i : i ( 1)  

The entire process: 

Handling event A will result in ( 1)  ,

Humans use the symbol i to record multiple values: 

i ( 1)   .

Later mathematicians [2] provided (i2 = -1).

Humans have developed theories of imaginary and complex 
numbers.

The most bizarre event is A3: involving a correct Bell 
inequality in quantum entanglement experiments and 
using imaginary number theory to explain the experiment. 
Conclusion: Bell inequality is incorrect [6].

The logic is clear:

If the Bell inequality formula is incorrect.

Then: Bell's inequality formula cannot be used to participate 
in testing experiments.

If Bell's inequality formula is correct.

In the experiment, the theory of imaginary numbers 
pointed out that Bell's inequality was incorrect and must be an 
inherent error in the theory of imaginary numbers.

Basis: Logic cannot contradict itself.

The theory of imaginary numbers is inevitably incomplete.

Truth does not confl ict with each other

Truth: a logical theory.

Defi nition of logic: { } 

Non-logical (contradictory) defi nition:    

Therefore, the defi nition of truth: { } f (x) 

∵ (Mathematical theory)   +  ∴ {1 1 1 1} { }     

Got the truth : 1+1 = 1+1 

There was a physical man doing the experiment. He said 
that the experiment got the truth: {1+1 = 1+1}

The experiment of physical man is: (1 man) and (1 woman) 
give birth to (1 baby).

) ( ) (1 )(1 1 (1 ) (1 baby)   ♂ ♀ ♂ ♀

→{1+1=1+1+1}

He got another truth :

1+1=1+1+1

truth  Have you denied the truth {1+1=1+1} ? Tell you: No

Reason: This experiment stealthily changes concepts and 
hides conditions.

This experiment  the truth is:

1 1) )( (♂ ♀  + (Add materials for making  baby) = 1 1) )( (♂ ♀

+ (Made: 1 baby) 

→ {1+1+1=1+1+1}

: 1+1+1=1+1+1

Never: {1+1 = 1+1+1}

(QED).

What I want to tell you in the second section is that there 
cannot be confl icts or contradictions between correct theories.

(i2=-1) Hidden a contradiction

From the human understanding of imaginary numbers, it is 
generally recognized that there were:

2 2i ( 1),  ( ( 1)) ( 1)      

The question is: 

Can 
22 2{i ( 1),  ( ( 1)) ( 1) } obtain (i 1)        

⸪ {(i2 ≠1)} Obtained multiple possibilities {i2 =-1, i2 ≠-1}. 

⸫ In principle, we can only rely on recognized conditions 

22 {i ( 1),  ( ( 1)) ( 1) }.      

Assumption (i2 =-1) is correct
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2i ( 1),  i 1     

22 2i 1   ( ( 1)) ( 1)     

 
2 2 ( 1) ( 1)                      (1)

(1) The mathematical and logical meaning of the formula: 
When the number inside      is negative, the external index 2 of 
the root sign cannot enter the inner layer of the root sign. 

 
2 2{ ( 0) ( 0) }                     (2)

When the number inside  is 0 or positive, the external 
index 2 of the root sign can enter the inner layer of the root 
sign.

 
2 2{ ( 0) ( 0) }                   (3)

2 22 2{( ( 0) ( 0)  ),( ( 0) ( 0) )}      is not a 

mandatory defi nition, it is in line with the mathematical logic 
conclusion:

1
2 A A ⸫ Index〖^(1/2)〗

1
2  only affects A

12 22 A (A )

⸫ Index 〖^2〗
2 must be able to act on A in order to have: A2 

1 1 1(2 )2 2 2 12 2 2A (A ) (A ) (A) A A


     

2
A A                   (4)

(4) The formula proves the correctness of equation (3).

Key points to note: 

Index 〖^(1/2)〗

1
2  can act on A, and index 〖^2〗

2 can act on A, only 

then can two indices 〖^((2×1/2))〗  
1(2 )
2

  be used.

⸫ When index  〖^2〗
2  cannot function A, it is not allowed to 

have: A2

 
11 1(2 )2 2 2 122 2A (A ) A (A) A A


     

 2
A A                    (5)

(5) Equation proves the correctness of equation (2)

『The symbol 
2 22 2{ ( 1) ( 1) ,  ( 1) ( 1) }       is 

publicly displayed, and its mathematical signifi cance is also 
demonstrated to humans. Just wait for someone to discover.

Their meaning includes the defi nitions of imaginary and 
real numbers.』

Obtained the defi nition of 

   
2 22 2 ( 1) ( 1) } and  ({ 1) ( 1)2 , { 3 , }       as imaginary 

and real numbers.

Do you really agree with: 
2 2{ ( 1) ( 1) }?  

4 (2 2)
 ( 1) ( 1)


                  (6)

    
24 2 1 , 6 ( 1) ( 1)    

24 2( 1) ( 1) 1    

 
4

1 1 
   

 

4{( ( 1)) 1}   

4i 1                  (7)

     2 2 2i 1 { i 1 0,  i 1 2}       

      2 2i 1 i 1 0 2      

4{i 1 0}   

4{i 1}  , Contradiction with equation (7)

∴ (i2 = -1) does not hold.

(QED).

The third section is my contribution to human mathematics: 
discovering new mathematical meanings hidden in formulas 

2 22 2{ ( 0) ( 0) },{ ( 0) ( 0) }.     

Also correctly defi ned imaginary and real numbers.

Conclusion

The closed domain of imaginary number i: i2 ≠  ± 1 

Important note: You cannot refute me with the subconcept 
of the imaginary number i, as the subconcept of the imaginary 
number i originates from i.

Mathematical signifi cance: As long as “i” appears in an 
event, the event must hide contradictions. Cardin's formula is 
incomplete in solving the true unary cubic equation. Quantum 
entanglement is incomplete.

For the completeness of equation roots, humans must have 
n roots for a univariate n-th degree equation.

This must have a premise that the unary n-th degree 
equation must conform to mathematical logic, and it really has 
n roots. If this unary n-th degree equation is fi ctional (not in 
line with mathematical logic), it does not have n roots.

Humans often overlook this premise and believe that 
constructing an equation will lead to a radical solution, which 
is incorrect.
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In fact, this equation has no root solution: 3x a,{a  a a} │

In fact, this equation has no root solution: 

n 2i 1,{n N,i {i 1}}    

Why is the Cardin formula incomplete? Because he got the 
universal formula to understand the unary Cubic equation after 
he implanted the imaginary number, and I proved that the 
number fi eld of the imaginary number i is closed.

Pure mathematics cannot achieve arbitrary plane angle 
trisection, and Euclidean geometry cannot achieve arbitrary 
plane angle trisection.

Is it feasible to use other methods?

The other method is the physical method (marking the 
scale value on the ruler and sliding the ruler straight), which 
has errors and is not divided into three equal angles

Physical matter is aimed at the wave-particle duality 
of material particles, with gaps between particles and their 
volatility, so physical experiments allow for errors.

So it does not belong to arbitrary plane angle trisection.

I proved the closed fi eld of the imaginary number i and also 
proved that the Cardin formula is incomplete.

The new concept of mathematical extension must be carried 
out under the laws of mathematical logic.

We cannot extend new concepts beyond the principles of 
mathematical logic.

The correct theory of matter does not require an imaginary 
number i to explain it (there are other manuscripts that prove 
the hidden conditions of quantum entanglement and also deny 
the principle of quantum uncertainty).
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